Emdeon helps reduce costs, improve efficiencies, avoid overpayments and maintain a strong provider network. Emdeon's intelligent healthcare network connects health plans and providers, processing over 8 billion transactions annually, helping payers effectively engage their provider and member networks.

Of the 8,000,000,000 Total Transactions

There were $1 Trillion in Claims with a rejection rate of only 1.13%
Emdeon’s breadth of service allows you to get more from a single vendor.

In 2014, Emdeon processed **8 BILLION transactions**

~ and ~

**$1 TRILLION** in claims value

and connects to

over **5,000 hospitals**, **700,000 providers**, **450 labs**, **60,000 pharmacies**, and **1,200 payers**

leveraging big-data and insights.

Emdeon’s Intelligent Healthcare Network allows a unique perspective so you can make the most informed decisions available.